
Simplest Roast Chicken

Serves 4

Time: About 1 hour

David Sedaris’s longtime partner, Hugh, allegedly makes the best roast chicken in the world. (Fingers

crossed for an invite, guys!) We chatted about it a little, so of course, I was inspired to post this recipe.

Putting a whole chicken on a heated skillet cooks the thighs faster than the breasts, which are exposed

only to the heat of the oven. So you get solid browning without drying out the breast meat. If at any

point during the cooking the pan juices begin to smoke, add a little water or wine (white or red, your

choice) to the pan. This will reduce browning, however, so don’t do it unless you must.

Ingredients

● 1 whole chicken (3 to 4 pounds), trimmed of excess fat

● 3 tablespoons olive oil

● Salt and pepper

● A few sprigs fresh tarragon, rosemary, or thyme (optional)

● 5 or 6 cloves garlic, peeled (optional)

● Chopped fresh herbs for garnish

Instructions

1. Put a cast-iron or other heavy ovenproof skillet on a rack in the lower third of the oven and heat the

oven to 450°F. Rub the chicken with the oil, sprinkle it with salt and pepper, and put the herb sprigs

inside the cavity if you’re using them.

2. When both oven and pan are hot — start checking after about 15 minutes—carefully put the chicken,

breast up, in the hot skillet; if you’re using garlic, scatter it around the bird. Roast undisturbed for 40

minutes, then check for doneness; an instant-read thermometer inserted in the thickest part of a thigh

reads between 155° and 165°F. Remove from the oven or continue roasting until it’s done.

3. Tip the pan to let the juices from the chicken’s cavity flow into the pan; if they are red, roast for

another 5 minutes. Transfer the chicken to a platter and let it rest for 5 to 10 minutes. If you like, pour

the pan juices into a clear measuring cup, then pour or spoon off some of the fat. Discard the herb

sprigs. Reheat the juices if necessary, quarter the chicken, garnish with chopped herbs, and serve with

the pan juices.

— Recipe from How to Cook Everything: Completely Revised Twentieth Anniversary Edition

https://bookshop.org/books/how-to-cook-everything-completely-revised-twentieth-anniversary-edition-simple-recipes-for-great-food/9781328545435



